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Abstract

Nanomaterials that are used in therapeutic applications need a high degree of uniformity and

functionality which can be difficult to attain. One strategy for fabrication is to utilize the

biological precision afforded by recombinant synthesis. Through protein engineering, we have

produced ~27-nm dodecahedral protein nanoparticles using the thermostable E2 subunit of

pyruvate dehydrogenase as a scaffold and added optical imaging, drug delivery, and tumor

targeting capabilities. Cysteines in the internal cavity of the engineered caged protein scaffold (E2

variant D381C) were conjugated with maleimide-bearing Alexa Fluor 532 (AF532) and

doxorubicin (DOX). The external surface was functionalized with polyethylene glycol (PEG)

alone or with the tumor-targeting ligand folic acid (FA) through a PEG linker. The resulting bi-

functional nanoparticles remained intact and correctly assembled. The uptake of FA-displaying

nanoparticles (D381C-AF532-PEG-FA) by cells overexpressing the folate receptor was

approximately six times greater than of non-targeting nanoparticles (D381C-AF532-PEG) and was

confirmed to be FA-specific. Nanoparticles containing DOX were all cytotoxic in the low

micromolar range. To our knowledge, this work is the first time that acid-labile drug release and

folate receptor targeting have been simultaneously integrated onto recombinant protein

nanoparticles, and it demonstrates the potential of using biofabrication strategies to generate

functional nanomaterials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Functional nanoparticles have promising potential for broad applicability, but many

challenges exist in chemically synthesizing materials at such small sizes. In contrast, natural

biological systems have been highly successful in this endeavor, and therefore nature-

inspired macromolecular architectures can be used as the basis upon which new types of

materials are made [1, 2]. In this work, we demonstrate that the detailed control which

genetic engineering provides in defining the polymeric architecture of proteins can be

coupled with synthetic strategies to introduce new multiple functionalities into a

nanoparticle scaffold. This approach enables the creation of defined and uniform

nanoparticles that are potentially applicable for drug delivery.

Our biomimetic scaffold is a 25-nm virus-like protein nanoparticle modeled from the E2

subunit of a pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex. It is composed of 60 identical

subunits, contains 12 openings which lead to a hollow internal cavity, and is stable up to ~80

°C [3, 4]. Unlike other protein-based nanoparticles, it is non-viral in origin. Our research has

demonstrated that the internal, external, and subunit-subunit interfaces of the E2 protein

scaffold can be individually engineered for various capabilities such as drug encapsulation,

modulation of immune response, and pH-dependent disassembly, respectively [5-8].

The size of this protein assembly has a decisive relevance for intracellular drug delivery

applications. Others have reported that the optimal size range for cellular particle uptake is

approximately 25-75 nm [9, 10], and particles of this size also accumulate in tumor tissues

due to the enhanced permeability and retention effect [11, 12]. Tumor targeting can also be

actively implemented by attaching ligands to nanoparticles that target tumor-associated

receptors. This approach utilizes the over-expression of receptors on the surface of tumor

cells relative to normal cells [13, 14] and have included folate, transferrin, and integrin

binding receptors [13-15].

Of these, the folate receptor (FR) has been extensively investigated and widely used. FR is a

membrane glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 38-40 kDa, and it is overexpressed in

various tumors such as ovarian, brain, lung, and breast cancers [16-19]. The corresponding

targeting ligand, folic acid (FA, vitamin B9), is involved in one-carbon metabolic transfer

reactions, is critical in nucleotide synthesis and the viability of proliferating cells, and

exhibits a high affinity for FR (Kd ~ 10−10 M) [17, 18]. FA can be coupled to anti-tumor

drugs directly [18, 20] or to various macromolecular delivery systems, including liposomes,

micelles, polymers, or inorganic particles [16, 17, 21, 22].

To our knowledge, genetically engineered protein-based nanoparticles combining the dual

functionalities of acid-responsive drug release and FA targeting have not yet been reported.

In this work, we fabricate an E2 protein scaffold in a recombinant E. coli system and further

extend the utility of these nanoparticles by simultaneously incorporating imaging/targeting

and drug/targeting abilities through chemical conjugation. The fluorescent molecule Alexa

Fluor 532 (AF532) and a derivative of the anti-cancer drug doxorubicin (DOX), the (6-

maleimidocaproyl)hydrazone derivative of doxorubicin (DOXO-EMCH), which both

contain a thiol-reactive maleimide group (see Figure 1), were coupled to the internal cavity
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of the E2 variant D381C [5]. Attachment of FA to the outer nanoparticle surface was

achieved through a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker. PEGylation is a typical strategy to

modulate the immune response and increase the nanoparticle circulation time in vivo [23],

and our prior work showed that PEGylation of the E2 surface significantly decreased the

nonspecific cellular uptake [8]. We examine cellular uptake of our functionalized protein-

based nanoparticles in cell lines expressing high and low amounts of FR, and we measured

the cytotoxicity of these particles in cancer cells. Our results demonstrate the broad potential

of utilizing biomimetic structures and biofabrication strategies as viable approaches to

extend nanotechnology applications.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials

Sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium

phosphate dibasic, sodium phosphate monobasic, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and

magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2·6H2O) were supplied by EMD. Alexa Fluor 532

C5 maleimide (AF532) and Hoechst 33342 were obtained from Invitrogen. Dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO) and cysteine·HCl were purchased from Thermo Scientific. Tris(2-

carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) was from Pierce. Tris base, bovine serum

albumin, potassium phosphate monobasic, and potassium phosphate dibasic were from

Fisher Scientific. A heterobifunctional polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker (2000 Da) with

folic acid (FA) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) at each respective end (FA-PEG-NHS)

and a PEG linker (2000 Da) functionalized with maleimide and NHS at each respective end

(Mal-PEG-NHS) were obtained from Nanocs. The (6-maleinimidocaproyl) hydrazone

derivative of doxorubicin (DOXO-EMCH) was synthesized and characterized as previously

described [24] and doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) was from Yic-Vic. DOX and DOXO-

EMCH were dissolved in 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 5.8) and used within 30 minutes.

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM), DMEM without folic acid, and CelLytic M

cell lysis reagent were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. PBS was from MP Biomedicals.

Fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine, and penicillin-streptomycin were obtained from

Mediatech. Folic acid was from Fisher BioReagents. Non-fat dry milk was from

LabScientific. KB, A549, and HeLa cells were obtained from ATCC.

2.2 Protein expression and purification

The E2 protein scaffold consists of 60 identical subunits, with no surface-accessible

cysteines on the native wild-type scaffold. To conjugate guest molecules into the hollow

cavity of the E2 protein scaffold, the aspartic acid at position 381 of the E2 scaffold was

mutated to cysteine, resulting in 60 thiols (one per subunit) in the internal surface of the

nanocapsule (mutant designated as D381C) [3]. Guest molecules, such as the fluorescent

marker AF532 and anticancer drug doxorubicin, can be conjugated to D381C through these

thiols in a fast Michael addition [5].

Detailed experimental procedures for the mutagenesis, expression, and purification of

D381C have been reported in previous studies [3, 5]. In summary, we performed site-

directed mutagenesis, cloned the gene into the expression plasmid, and transformed the
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plasmid into E. coli BL21(DE3). Cells induced to express protein nanoparticles were

harvested and lysed. Protein nanoparticles were purified with a fast protein liquid

chromatography (FPLC) system (ÄKTA, Amersham Biosciences) using Q Sepharose and

Superose 6 PG columns.

2.3 Chemical functionalization of recombinant protein nanoparticles

The nanoparticles that were synthesized for this study and their abbreviations are

summarized in Figure 2. Conjugation of AF532 to D381C (D381C-AF532) was performed

following protocols similar to those previously described [5]. Purified protein scaffolds

D381C were mixed with AF532 at a ratio of 1 subunit: 2.5 molecules at room temperature

for 2 hrs, followed by 4 °C overnight incubation. Unbound AF532 were removed by

desalting columns (Zeba, 40 kDa MWCO, Pierce) following the vendor protocol. Samples

were loaded onto columns equilibriated with phosphate buffer and centrifuged. The unbound

AF532 was retained in the resin while D381C-AF532 was recovered in the flow-through.

We conjugated polyethylene glycol (PEG) onto the external surface lysines of D381C-

AF532. Briefly, FA-PEG-NHS and Mal-PEG-NHS were dissolved in DMSO under argon.

D381C-AF532 was then mixed with FA-PEG-NHS or Mal-PEG-NHS at a ratio of 1 subunit:

5 PEG linkers at room temperature for 1 hr. Since the internal thiols are conjugated with

AF532 and no other surface-accessible cysteines are present, Mal-PEG-NHS will only react

with amines through the NHS ester. The unbound PEG linkers were removed by desalting

columns. The functionalized protein scaffolds were designated D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and

D381C-AF532-PEG-Mal, respectively.

To avoid reaction of unreacted maleimides on the PEG molecule during cellular assays, we

capped the maleimide groups on D381C-AF532-PEG-Mal with thiols from free cysteines.

Cysteines were mixed with TCEP at a molar ratio of 1 cysteine: 1 TCEP at room

temperature for 30-45 minutes to prevent disulfide bonds formation. D381C-AF532-PEG-

Mal was then mixed with the cysteines at a ratio of 1 subunit: 5 cysteine molecules at room

temperature for 1 hr. Unreacted cysteines were removed by desalting columns. These

protein nanoparticles were designated D381C-AF532-PEG.

To load the antitumor drug doxorubicin into E2 nanoparticles, we first coupled DOXO-

EMCH to the empty D381C protein scaffold, as described in Ren et al. [5]. DOXO-EMCH

contains a pH-sensitive hydrazone linker which releases doxorubicin (DOX) in acidic

environments such as in the endosomes or lysosomes, and we have previously characterized

this drug release from the D381C scaffold [5]. After drug conjugation within the internal E2

cavity, the addition of the folic acid (FA) targeting ligand and the amino acid-capped PEG to

create D381C-DOX-PEG-FA and D381C-DOX-PEG, respectively, was performed (as

described above for D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG).

2.4 Characterization of functionalized protein nanoparticles

We quantified the number of AF532, DOX, and FA molecules conjugated per protein

nanoparticle. Protein concentration was measured by Micro BCA (Pierce) using bovine

serum albumin as a standard. AF532 and DOX concentrations were determined by
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absorbance at 526 nm and 495 nm, respectively, using respective mass standard curves. The

amount of FA attached to protein nanoparticles was calculated by absorbance at 358 nm

(with a FA extinction coefficient of 15,760 M–1 cm–1 [25]), using D381C-AF532-PEG-Mal

as the subtracted background.

We performed SDS-PAGE and Western blot to detect PEGylated proteins and conjugated

FA. Protein nanoparticles were run on a 12% Tris-HCl SDS-PAGE gel and stained. For

detection of FA, the protein gel was transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane

(Roche Diagnostic). Folic acid on D381C-AF532-PEG-FA was detected by mouse anti-folic

acid monoclonal primary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted 2000 times in blocking solution

(0.5% non-fat dry milk in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl buffer, pH 7.5). Rabbit anti-

mouse IgG conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Invitrogen, Life Technologies), was

diluted 1000-fold in blocking solution and used as secondary antibody. Western blot was

developed in 2% NBT/BCIP (Roche Diagnostics) diluted in buffer containing 100 mM Tris,

50 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl (pH 9.5). Molecular weight protein standards for SDS-PAGE

and Western blots were from Novogen and Bio-Rad, respectively.

The hydrodynamic diameters of protein nanoparticles were determined by dynamic light

scattering (DLS) using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments). The measurements were

performed on 0.06-0.1 mg/mL protein samples in phosphate buffer (defined here as 50 mM

potassium phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). Averages were obtained for n ≥ 3

measurements per batch, for at least two independent batches of functionalized

nanoparticles.

We confirmed the secondary structure of the synthesized protein scaffolds by far-UV

circular dichroism (CD) using a Jasco 810 spectropolarimeter. Protein samples at 0.06

mg/mL in phosphate buffer were scanned from 200 nm to 260 nm at a rate of 10 nm/min in

0.1 cm pathlength quartz cells. Each spectrum was an average of three measurements.

2.5 Determination of folate receptor expression

The folate receptor (FR) on cell surfaces binds folic acid specifically. To select FR-positive

and FR-negative cells, we examined the FR expression levels in three different carcinoma

cell lines: KB, A549, and HeLa. The cells were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented

with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C in

5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were grown in tissue culture treated Petri dishes (BD Falcon) to

near confluency, and lysed with CelLytic M cell lysis reagent following the vendor protocol

for adherent cells. The soluble proteins extracted from the cells were run on a 12% SDS-

PAGE, followed by Western blot detection. FR was detected using rabbit anti-FR (Santa

Cruz Biotechnology) as the primary antibody, and goat anti-rabbit IgG-alkaline phosphatase

(Millipore) as the secondary antibody, both diluted 500 times in blocking solution. The

Western blots were developed in 2% NBT/BCIP solution.

2.6 Cellular uptake of protein nanoparticles conjugated with and without folic acid

Based on the FR expression levels, we selected cells expressing high levels (KB) and low

levels (A549) of FR. Cells were then cultured in FA-free DMEM supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (designated as “growth
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medium”) at 37°C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. We seeded 1.3×105-1.5×105 cells per well into

tissue culture treated 48-well plates (BD Falcon). After 20 hr incubation at 37°C, the growth

medium was replaced with fresh growth medium containing D381C-AF532-PEG-FA or

D381C-AF532-PEG (at equivalent concentrations of 0.046 μM protein and 2.8 μM AF532).

The cells were incubated in protein solutions (samples) or growth media alone (control) at

37°C for 0.5 h. Cells were harvested, washed, and re-suspended in FACS buffer (1% bovine

serum albumin, 0.2% sodium azide in PBS buffer). The fluorescence of AF532 in cells was

detected by a BD Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer, and nanoparticle uptake data was analyzed by

BD Accuri C6 software. Specifically, the histogram for the control cells (without

nanoparticles, without fluorescence) was used as a reference to which each sample was

compared. Cells with fluorescence intensities higher than the control cells were considered

positive cells with AF532 fluorescence. The percentage of cell uptake was defined as the

number of positive (fluorescent) cells divided by the total number of cells measured in the

sample (typically, ~50,000 cells per sample). We did not quantify uptake using nanoparticles

containing DOX (D381C-DOX-PEG-FA, D381C-DOX-PEG) because of the potential

cytotoxicity of DOX on the cells (see section 3.6).

2.7 Inhibition assays with free folic acid

KB and A549 cells (1.3×105- 1.5×105 cells per well) were seeded into tissue culture treated

48-well plates and incubated at 37°C for 16 hrs. Folic acid saturates on FR-expressing

cancer cells in less than 1 hr, with this saturation plateau remaining constant for up to at

least 6 hrs [26]. Therefore, to saturate FR, the cells were pre-incubated in fresh growth

medium containing 1 mM FA for 2-3 hrs. Control cells were cultivated in growth medium

only. After incubation, the medium was replaced by new medium which contained D381C-

AF532-PEG-FA or D381C-AF532-PEG (at equivalent concentrations of 0.046 μM protein

and 2.8 μM AF532), and cells were incubated for 0.5 h at 37°C. Cells were then harvested

and analyzed by flow cytometry as described in section 2.6.

2.8 Imaging of protein nanoparticle internalization by cells using confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM)

KB cells (40,000 cells per well) were seeded in an 8-well Lab-Tek chambered coverglass

(Thermo Scientific Nunc) and incubated at 37°C for 20 hrs. The growth medium was then

replaced with fresh growth medium containing D381C-AF532-PEG-FA or D381C-AF532-

PEG (at equivalent concentrations of 0.038 μM protein and 2.6 μM AF532) and incubated

with the cells at 37°C for 20 minutes. Cells were then washed and incubated with 0.4 μg/mL

Hochest 33342 in growth medium for 40 minutes to stain the nucleus. After staining, the

cells were washed and imaged in PBS with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope. Imaging

parameters included excitation/emission filter wavelengths of 543 nm/565-615 nm bandpass

for AF532 and 800 nm 2-photon excitation (equivalent 400 nm single photon excitation)/

435-485 nm bandpass for Hoechst 33342.

2.9 Cytotoxicity of D381C-DOX-PEG-FA and D381C-DOX-PEG

To evaluate cytotoxicity of D381C-DOX-PEG-FA and D381C-DOX-PEG in cell lines

expressing high and low concentrations of FR, we performed MTT assays based on

previously described protocols [27]. KB and A549 cells were deposited into tissue culture
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treated 96-well plates (BD Falcon) at 5000 cells per well, grown overnight in growth

medium, and then incubated for 48 hr with growth medium containing D381C-DOX-PEG-

FA, D381C-DOX-PEG, D381C-DOX, or free DOX at final equivalent DOX concentrations

of 0.001, 0.004, 0.02, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, and 8 μM. Cell viability was measured by the MTT

assay. To calculate IC50 values, data for percent cell viability versus DOX concentrations

was fitted to a 4-parameter Hill model using KaleidaGraph (v. 4.1, Synergy Software).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Protein nanoparticles can simultaneously display functional groups on both the
internal and external surfaces

Guest molecules in the internal cavity—The E2 nanoparticle consists of 60 identical

subunits which self-assemble into a hollow dodecahedron. Introduction of 60 cysteines to

the internal surface of these nanoparticles via genetic engineering (variant D381C) enables

loading of guest molecules through the cysteine thiol groups. As described previously [3, 5],

we can conjugate AF532 and doxorubicin (DOX) to the internal cavity of the D381C

nanoparticles using maleimide conjugation chemistry.

For the imaging molecule AF532, an average of 73.6 ± 11.7, 72.3 ± 12.9, and 68.0 ± 4.9

AF532 molecules were attached to each protein nanoparticle D381C-AF532-PEG-FA,

D381C-AF532-PEG, and D381C-AF532, respectively (Table 1). To utilize the targeted

nanoparticles as a drug delivery vehicle, the antitumor drug DOX was loaded into the

hollow cavity of the D381C nanoparticles at a DOX-to-nanoparticle ratio of 82.2 ± 5.1, 80.1

± 3.0, and 99.3 ± 10.1 for D381C-DOX-PEG-FA, D381C-DOX-PEG and D381C-DOX,

respectively (Table 1). As previously described, although the theoretical maximum number

of AF532 or DOX is 60 molecules per scaffold, these values are larger due to non-specific

binding, and they are consistent with previous results [5].

Functionalized ligands on the external surface—In this study, we utilize FA-PEG-

NHS and Mal-PEG-NHS to attach to the primary amines of lysines on the surface of

D381C-AF532 and D381C-DOX. More than one-third of the 1260 lysines on the E2 capsule

are surface-accessible on the external surface [8]. We measured an average of 35.1 ± 6.3 and

27.9 ± 0.4 FA molecules per D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-DOX-PEG-FA

nanoparticle, respectively (Table 1). Others have reported that a range of 20-60 FA

molecules per nanoparticle [28] and as few as 1-2 FA per protein [29] is sufficient for

cellular uptake by cells expressing the folate receptor (FR). Therefore, we are well within

the minimum range of folate ligands for FR targeting.

We further confirmed successful surface conjugation by SDS-PAGE (Figure 3A) and

Western blot (Figure 3B). Based on the measurement of ~30 FA conjugated per nanoparticle

(Table 1), which is equivalent to approximately half the subunits in one nanoparticle, we

expected to detect two main populations (PEGylated and unPEGylated) on an SDS-PAGE

gel for each of the following samples: D381C-AF532-PEG, D381C-AF532-PEG-FA,

D381C-DOX-PEG, and D381C-DOX-PEG-FA. Compared to D381C-AF532 and D381C-

DOX, which show a single band near 29 kDa (as expected), we indeed observed additional

bands in the PEGylated samples (Figure 3A). Although these bands for PEGylated protein
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run at higher molecular weights than expected, this observation is consistent with other

studies and has been hypothesized to be due to the complex interaction between PEG chains

and SDS micelles [28, 30].

A Western blot of the protein nanoparticles confirms the conjugation of the FA ligands

(Figure 3B). As expected, FA is detected by the anti-FA antibody in D381C-AF532-PEG-

FA, while no bands are observed in D381C-AF532-PEG or D381C-AF532. In addition, no

bands are observed near 29 kDa in the lane for D381C-AF532-PEG-FA, which would be the

population of the subunits not functionalized with FA. When compared to the SDS-PAGE

gel (Figure 3A), the FA bands in D381C-AF532-PEG-FA are consistent with the regions

attributed to PEGylated protein.

3.2 Functionalized protein nanoparticles remain structurally intact after modification

The intact assembly of D381C nanoparticles after functionalization with guest molecules

(internally) and targeting ligand (externally) was verified by dynamic light scattering (DLS)

and circular dichroism (CD). Unfunctionalized D381C has a hydrodynamic diameter of ~27

nm [3] (Figure 3C). The diameters of the functionalized particles average ~35 - 45 nm and

are within the range for optimal nanoparticle uptake by cells [9, 10]. (See Table 1 for size

summary and Figure 3C for representative DLS data). Since the PEG linker length is

estimated to be 8-9 nm when fully extended, these particle sizes are consistent with

functionalized E2.

CD data of the functionalized particles exhibit the spectra of the typical intact E2 protein

nanoparticles (Figure 3D) [3]. These spectra are characteristic of proteins with a high level

of α-helical structure, and confirm that the functionalized particles are correctly folded.

Figure 3D shows representative spectra for the unfunctionalized D381C and the double-

functionalized D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-DOX-PEG-FA nanoparticles. This data
further confirms that attachment of foreign molecules inside and outside the scaffold does

not disrupt assembly of nanoparticles.

3.3 Folic acid conjugated to protein nanoparticles enhances the uptake in cells expressing
FR

To investigate targeting to the folate receptor (FR) by D381C-AF532-PEG-FA, we

measured cellular uptake. The FR is a membrane-bound protein and has been reported to be

over-expressed at different levels by various carcinoma cells [16-19]. To select cell lines in

these investigations, we examined the FR expression level in three cell lines commonly used

in FR targeting studies: KB, HeLa, and A549 cells. As shown in Figure 4, FRs were

detected in all three cell lines, with both KB and HeLa cells expressing higher levels of FR

than A549 cells. These results are consistent with prior reports [19, 20, 22], and we selected

KB and A549 cells as FR-positive and FR-negative cell models, respectively.

We first conjugated FA molecules directly to D381C-AF532 through EDC-activated

chemical conjugation [29]. However, no uptake difference between D381C-AF532-FA and

D381C-AF532 in KB cells was observed, and we hypothesized two possible reasons for this

result. First, direct conjugation of FA to the protein nanoparticle surface, without a linker,
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may not enable enough flexibility for cell recognition by FR; FA may be bound too close on

the surface of the protein nanoparticle, hindering interaction with the folate receptor.

Second, nonspecific uptake of E2 protein nanoparticles by the cells may be high, as was

previously observed for breast cancer cells [8]. To solve these two problems, we used a PEG

linker to attach folic acid to the outer surface of D381C-AF532 (D381C-AF532-PEG-FA).

PEG attachment to D381C-AF532 without FA was used as a control (D381C-AF532-PEG).

PEGylation is commonly used to modify nanoparticles to modulate cellular and

immunological responses [23, 28], and our prior studies showed PEGylation of the E2

nanoparticle reduced cellular uptake at levels correlated to the PEG chain length [8].

We examined the internalization of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG by

KB and A549 cells using flow cytometry. Figure 5 shows that uptake of D381C-AF532-

PEG-FA is 61.3 ± 1.4 % in KB cells and 16.0 ± 1.2 % in A549 cells, respectively.

Therefore, uptake of the nanoparticles with FA is approximately four times greater in cells

overexpressing FR than in FR-negative cells. In contrast, uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG

(without FA) is 10.2 ± 0.9 % in KB cells and 10.3 ± 1.0 % in A549 cells, indicating

comparable baseline uptake in both cell lines when FA is not used as a ligand. This data also

shows that the FA moiety conjugated on the D381C-AF532-PEG-FA nanoparticle enhances

its uptake approximately six-fold in KB cells, which overexpress the FR.

3.4 Unbound folic acid inhibits uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA in KB cells

To verify that the enhanced cellular uptake of folate-displayed nanoparticles is specifically

mediated by the interaction between FR and FA, we performed an inhibition assay by pre-

incubating cells with 1 mM unbound FA. Figure 6 shows that uptake of D381C-AF532-

PEG-FA in KB cells, with and without pre-treatment with FA, is 16.6 ± 0.8% and 61.3 ± 1.4

% respectively. Thus, folic acid inhibits the uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA in cells

overexpressing the FR by approximately four-fold. However, in A549 cells, uptake of

D381C-AF532-PEG-FA with and without FA treatment is 16.0 ± 0.6 % and 16.0 ± 1.2 %,

respectively, indicating no difference in nanoparticles uptake when a marginal level of FR is

expressed on the cell surface. These results also show that free FA can inhibit the uptake of

D381C-AF532-PEG-FA in KB cells, reducing internalization down to a level comparable to

FR-negative cells. These results further confirm the role of FA in the internalization of

D381C-AF532-PEG-FA, and suggest that nanoparticles are taken up through folate

receptor-mediated endocytosis [17, 31].

Our FA results are consistent with previously-reported studies using other nanoparticulate

systems, including viral capsids [28, 32], polymer-based micelles [33], and quantum dots

[22]. Increased binding and internalization of FA-displaying macromolecular systems have

been consistently observed for FR-bearing cells. Furthermore, uptake is also FA-dependent,

as nanoparticle internalization is reduced when FR on the cells is saturated by folic acid.

Therefore, our results demonstrate our ability to modulate cellular internalization by

appropriately functionalizing the external surface of the E2 nanoparticle surface.
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3.5 CLSM shows different intracellular distribution of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-
AF532-PEG in KB cells

We visualized the intracellular distribution of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-

PEG in KB cells by CLSM. The cell nuclei are stained blue (Figure 7A), the AF532-

encapsulated D381C is green (Figure 7B), and the overlay are also presented (Figure 7C).

Greater fluorescence intensities were observed in cells incubated with D381C-AF532-PEG-

FA than with D381C-AF532-PEG (Figure 7B), and indicates that KB cells take up more

nanoparticles that are coated with FA, likely through folate receptor-mediated endocytosis.

This result is consistent with our flow cytometry results (Figure 5), and the data together

suggests D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG are taken up by KB cells through

different mechanisms and at different rates. The analogous experiment in A549 cells did not

yield observable intracellular fluorescence intensity differences between the two different

nanoparticles. Uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG in A549 cells

and D381C-AF532-PEG in KB cells are most likely through non-specific endocytosis, since

the particle sizes are within the optimal range for endocytosis [9, 10].

Our results are consistent with other studies which showed different intracellular distribution

of FA functionalized particles and non-functionalized particles in KB cells as well and are

also consistent with uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA in KB cells through the folate-

specific receptor-mediated endocytosis pathway [28, 34]. Although the existence of folate

receptor-mediated endocytosis has been well established [16, 29, 31], the specifics of this

endocytosis mechanism are unclear. The variety of different proposed mechanisms may be

that divergent mechanisms indeed are observed based on experimental variations; for

example, internalization differences have been reported depending on the valency of the

folate conjugates [18, 29]. In spite of these discrepancies, it is widely accepted that folate

receptor-mediated endocytosis commences with FA binding to FR [17, 31].

3.6 FA-functionalized, DOX-encapsulating nanoparticles exhibit cytotoxicity to cells

To investigate the effects of attaching FA to DOX-loaded nanoparticles, we incubated

nanoparticles with KB and A549 cells and measured cytotoxicities. Dose-response curves

for KB cells incubated for 48 hrs with D381C-DOX-PEG-FA, D381C-DOX-PEG, D381C-

DOX, and free DOX yielded IC50 values of 1.3 ± 0.04 μM, 0.9 ± 0.1 μM, 1.3 ± 0.3 μM and

0.2 ± 0.001 μM, respectively. IC50 values for D381C-DOX-PEG-FA, D381C-DOX-PEG,

D381C-DOX and DOX in A549 cells were 1.3 ± 0.2 μM, 0.9 ± 0.5 μM, 1.6 ± 0.3 μM and

0.4 ± 0.2 μM, respectively. Results show that all nanoparticles were cytotoxic towards cells

and that therefore DOX is delivered and released by the D381C particle. As with prior

results utilizing DOXO-EMCH for conjugation [5, 24, 35], the IC50 for free DOX is lower

than that for macromolecule-bound DOX, which is likely due to different uptake

mechanisms between free and protein-bound DOX [5, 36].

Given our cell uptake results (Figures 5 & 6), we initially expected that E2 nanoparticles

displaying the FA targeting ligand (D381C-DOX-PEG-FA) would be more cytotoxic (i.e.,

lower IC50 values) than D381C-DOX-PEG in the FR-positive KB cells. Surprisingly, we did

not observe significant differences in cytotoxicity between D381C-DOX-PEG-FA and

D381C-DOX-PEG in either KB or A549 cells. While many in vitro studies have indeed
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observed an increase in drug cytotoxicity due to FR-targeting, investigations utilizing acid-

responsive drug conjugates [35] or lysosomal enzyme-responding macromolecules [17] have

also observed no effect of FA.

This observation can potentially be explained by different relative kinetic rates in the in vitro

assays [35]. Our flow cytometry results show a significant uptake of folate-conjugated

nanoparticles via FR within relatively short times (i.e. 0.5 hr). In contrast, the acid-cleavable

hydrazone bond that attaches DOX to the nanoparticle is active at much slower rates for

hydrolysis (50% DOX release from D381C after 24 hr at pH 5 [5]), and therefore significant

cytotoxicity was observed in cells after at least 48 hr incubation. These longer incubation

times, however, allow the uptake of all nanoparticles through non-specific internalization,

thereby minimizing the uptake and cytotoxicity differences due to FA targeting. Indeed, this

hypothesis is supported by the close range of IC50 values for D381C-DOX, D381C-DOX-

PEG, and D381C-DOX-PEG-FA. Furthermore, studies have reported that the efficacy of

doxorubicin-carrier complexes can be vastly different between in vitro and in vivo studies.

DOXO-EMCH bound to human serum albumin shows comparable in vitro IC50 values (to

IC50 for D381C-DOX, D381C-DOX-PEG, and D381C-DOX-PEG-FA), but it was

significantly more efficacious in tumor-bearing in vivo murine models. This albumin-

binding DOXO-EMCH is now undergoing clinical trials [37]. These reasons suggest that in

vivo studies and the kinetics of biodistribution, cellular uptake, and drug release will be

important for assessing the therapeutic value of our acid-sensitive DOX nanoparticle.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully fabricated protein-based E2 nanoparticles which were functionalized

both internally (with drug and imaging molecules) and externally (with tumor-targeting

ligands) to yield bi-functional nanoparticles. These functionalized particles remained intact,

yielding sizes consistent with expected values. Surface conjugation of FA enhanced the

cellular uptake six times relative to the non-targeting control nanoparticles in high-FR

expressing KB cells, but was not significantly increased in A549 cells with minimal FR.

This FA-FR specific interaction was confirmed by inhibition assays with free FA,

suggesting that our proteins with FA are taken up by folate receptor-mediated endocytosis.

CLSM imaging showed different intracellular intensities and distribution of D381C-AF532-

PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG. Additionally, the E2 protein nanoparticles encapsulating

DOX exhibited cytotoxicity to tumor cells. Overall, we demonstrate the feasibility of using

recombinant biofabrication methods to produce well-defined protein-based nanoparticles

with different functionalities that have the potential as novel drug delivery systems for tumor

targeting.
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Highlights

• We fabricated biomimetic protein-based nanoparticles with both molecular

encapsulation and cell-targeting capabilities using recombinant technology and

chemical synthesis.

• Functionalization of the protein nanoparticles’ external surface with folic acid

increased their cellular uptake into cancer cells that overexpressed folate

receptors.

• Nanoparticles demonstrated acid-responsive drug release and were cytotoxic to

cancer cells.

• Our investigation demonstrates the potential of using biofabrication strategies to

generate functional nanomaterials.
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Figure 1.
Chemical structures of (A) Alexa Fluor 532 C5 maleimide and (B) DOXO-EMCH.
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Figure 2.
Summary of functionalized protein nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.
Representative images of nanoparticle characterization shows conjugation of functional

groups and correct assembly. (A) SDS-PAGE of functionalized nanoparticles; (B) Western

blot for folic acid conjugation; (C) DLS shows the diameter size of nanoparticles; (D) CD

wavelength spectra confirms secondary structure of protein nanoparticles.
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Figure 4.
Western blot shows higher folate receptor expression in KB and HeLa cells than in A549

cells.
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Figure 5.
Flow cytometry data measuring uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA and D381C-AF532-PEG

in KB and A549 cells at 37 °C. (A) Histograms of cell populations. (B) Percentage of cells

which have internalized fluorescent protein nanoparticles.
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Figure 6.
Uptake of D381C-AF532-PEG-FA in KB and A549 cells at 37 °C, with and without pre-

incubation of free folic acid. (A) Flow cytometry histograms of cell populations. (B)

Percentage of cells which have internalized fluorescent protein nanoparticles.
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Figure 7.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of KB cells incubated with D381C-AF532-

PEG-FA (top) and D381C-AF532-PEG (bottom). (A) Nuclei were stained blue with

Hoechst 33342, (B) protein nanoparticles were green with AF532M, and (C) overlay of the

two is shown. Scale bar is 50 μm.
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Table 1

Characterization summary of functionalized protein nanoparticles

No. of AF532 or DOX molecules per
particle

No. of FA molecules per
particle

Average particle diameter
(nm)

D381C-AF532-PEG-FA 73.6 ± 11.7 35.1 ± 6.3 37.6 ± 4.3

D381C-AF532-PEG 72.3 ± 12.9 N/A 35.0 ± 4.5

D381C-AF532 68.0 ± 4.9 N/A
30.6 ± 0.4

*

D381C-DOX-PEG-FA 82.2 ± 5.1 27.9 ± 0.4 42.8 ± 13.4

D381C-DOX-PEG 80.1 ± 3.0 N/A 48.4 ± 5.6

D381C-DOX 99.3 ± 10.1 ^ N/A
33.8 ± 4.1

*

*
value obtained from Ren et al. [5]
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